13days – 12 nights

Istanbul 3 nights
Uzongol 3 nights
Trabzon 3 nights
Istanbul 3 nights
First day
Company representative
Will be waiting for you after taking your bags at the arrivals gate. He will be holding a
board with your name written in Arabic and English on it. And drive you to your hotel in
Istanbul
Second day
a car will be waiting for you to take you in a tour to the most beautiful areas of Istanbul
and romantic gardens of Ortakoy , ouls Park , emarjan Garden with beautiful family
evening regions and then return to the hotel.
Third day
Miniturk – Dolphinarium –pirre loti
Miniturk: is the most beautiful landmarks in small sizes.
Dolphinarium: fun and Entertaining show of dolphins and seals.
pierre loti: Pierre Loti hill overlooking the Golden Horn to the great view of the city of
Istanbul and you will climb up by telefrik where cafes and restaurants.
Fourth day
Going to Uzungol
The company car will drop you to the airport and fly to Trabzon, at Trabzon Airport the
company car and driver will be waiting for you to go to the city of uzungol and check in
to the hotel and rest for the rest of the day.
Fifth day
Ayder Heights tour: accompanied with the car and the driver on a trip to the heights of
beautiful Ayder village and enjoy the picturesque nature and return to the hotel in the
evening .
Sixth day
Sultan Murad Heights tour:
Accompanied with the car and the driver on a trip to the heights of Sultan Murad , a
beautiful green foothills 35 km away from uzungol and enjoy the picturesque nature and
return to the hotel in the evening
.

Seventh day
Going to Trabzon
The company car will be waiting for you to go to Trabzon to check in the hotel and rest
for the rest of the day
Eighth day
The full tour
Zigana village +karaja cave +hamsy village
Zigana village : consists of wooden huts and charming nature , 50 km away from
Trabzon
Karaja cave : Located in Gibli village and about 90 km from the city of Trabzon
Hamsy Village : is one of the most important breaks in zigana Mountains.
Ninth day
city center tour – sumela monastery
Sumela Monastery : Located on a rocky end of the city in the town of Trabzon Majka is
one of the most important tourist attractions in the area where the car and the driver
accompany you on a trip to Trabzon city center and visit the famous monastery Sumela
and return to the hotel in the evening .
tenth day
get back to Istanbul and have free time for the rest of the day
eleventh day
Bosphorus and Brides hill Tour
The company car will be waiting for you to take you on a journey by ship in the
Bosphorus to see and enjoy the Asian and European sides of Istanbul.
And have lunch at a restaurant overlooking the sea , then go to Brides hill Where the
most beautiful views of Istanbul and then to the Egyptian market Where the best types
of Turkish sweets spices. And return to the hotel
Twelveth day
A shopping tour, the car will be waiting for you to visit the most important and beautiful
malls and famous complexes in Istanbul and get back when you are finished.
Thirteenth day
a car will be waiting for you to drive you to the airport to return to your country with
Happiness and joy Carrying the most beautiful memories

